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“Decorating a space is no different, 
for me at least, than dressing a 
person. I’m always interested in the 
fine balance between naturalness and 
refinement, between sophistication 
and simplicity, between accessories 
and all of these aspects together”
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Exquisite round table mirror with 
magnifying swinging glass on one 
side and adjustable height. Every 
detail of this handcrafted piece has 
been carefully designed to combine 
beauty and functionality. Thus, even 
its base has the perfect size both 
to provide stability and serve as 
convenient support for small beauty 
accessories or jewelry. The use of 
Greige, a leitmotif in Giorgio Armani’s 
creations, considered by many to be 
the ideal shade in interior design, 
mixed with the Off-white finish, adds 
a final elegant touch to this piece.
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A gorgeous individually handmade 
double compartment box, conceived 
to keep small objects tidily stored. 
Yet still, due to its precious design, 
it is a decorative object of desire 
by itself. A tasteful combination 
of inserted rings in Greige and a 
smooth Off-white finish body has 
been used to enhance the beauty of 
this piece. 

Likewise, the round shaped soap 
dish, carefully hand-crafted, may 
well also be used as a sophisticated 
matching small tray.
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The wide range of Armani/Roca countertop 
accessories fits every need featuring:  
soap/body milk dispenser, toothbrush/ 
make-up brush holder and tissue paper 
box holder. All of them in an elegant mix of 
brushed and shiny metallic details.  A tumbler 
in translucent fumé finish with delicate 
inserted bottom metallic rings in line with 
the rest of the collection is also available. 

A refined Off-white resin tray is the perfect 
complement to arrange these accessories, 
hand towels, small objects or jewelry. 

They all combine perfectly with different 
bathroom styles due to their timeless design.
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The stylish combination of metallic finishes creates a playful look of shades and brightness that emphasizes 
the soft rounded shape of these all-purpose boxes when they are placed on the furniture. Moreover, they 
also fit perfectly inside the Armani/Roca furniture drawers to keep all kinds of small items in place.
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The towel rails are individually 
handcrafted with the utmost care 
to produce these sleek and jointless 
pieces. They can be fixed on the 
wall or on the sides of the Armani/
Roca furniture to dress it with towels. 
In addition, the small but solid robe 
hook provides a functional solution 
with an exquisite look.

All of them are available in three 
different metallic finishes to combine 
with the rest of the accessories of 
the Armani/Roca Baia collection.
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The round shape of this wall-mounted mirror is emphasized by a metallic profile that gives it 
dimension and a sophisticated retro-look.  The Greige and Brushed steel finishes have been 
hand-crafted to enhance the bespoke feel of the piece and add a discreet, contemporary quali-
ty to the bathroom suite.
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Elegant wall lamps with a semi-circular shape made of fabric and metal rings either in hand-crafted 
Greige or Brushed steel finish. Carefully manufactured to be installed in bathroom environments, 
they add an art deco style with a modern twist to any bathroom suite.
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Discreet design for the range of 
accessories that fit every need 
around the WC area featuring: 
wall-mounted covered toilet roll 
holder, waste bin with functional 
swing cover and floor standing 
toilet brush holder. The same 
sophisticated combination of 
shiny and brushed metallic 
finishes is applied on all of them 
as a constant distinctive trait 
of the entire Armani/Roca Baia 
collection.
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PRODUCTS
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Box with dual division in Off-white 
finish and details in Greige.

Ref. A817500040
190,9 x 95,9 x 70,5 mm

70.5

95.9

190.9

Off-white + 
Greige

Magnifying mirror x5 with profile 
in Greige finish and base in Off-
white.

Ref. A817498040
146 x 400 - 498 mm

398.5

EXT.498

203

Ø146

398.5

EXT.498

203

Ø146

Off-white + 
Greige

Soap dish in Off-white finish with 
detail in Greige.

Ref. A817499040
150 x 95 x 21 mm

95

21

150

Semicircular spotlight with LED 
lighting (14W - IP44 - Warm light).

Ref. A813084...
145 x 135 x 290 mm

Finishes:
342 Brushed Steel
426 Greige

Mirror with frame.

Ref. A8123440..
600 x 55 x 1100 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

Brushed 
steel

Greige

600

1100

40

15

Tray in Off-white finish.

Ref. A817502009
270 x 185 x 21 mm

185

21

270

Off-white
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Tissue box holder in brushed finish 
and gloss details.

Ref. A8174960..
130 x 137 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige + shiny Greige
57 Brushed steel + Chrome

137 130

Greige +
Shiny greige

Brushed steel +
Chrome

Box in brushed finish and 
gloss detail.

Ref. A8174970..
90 x 83 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige + shiny Greige
57 Brushed steel + Chrome

83

Ø90

Greige +
Shiny greige

Brushed steel +
Chrome

Soap dispenser in brushed finish 
and gloss details.

Ref. A8174940..
70 x 173,3 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige + shiny Greige
57 Brushed steel + Chrome

70

70

Toothbrush holder in brushed finish 
and gloss detail.

Ref. A8174920..
70 x 135 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige + shiny Greige
57 Brushed steel + Chrome

136

Ø72.56

136

Ø72.56

Tumbler in translucent fume finish 
with gloss detail.

Ref. A8174930..
72,56 x 136 mm   

Finishes:
01 Translucent fume + Chrome
40 Translucent fume + shiny Greige

135

Ø70

135

Ø70

Translucent fumé +
Shiny greige

Translucent fumé +
Chrome

Towel rail to be installed under 
wall-hung washbasin (Ref. 
A3270C8..0 or Ref. A3270C8..3).

Ref. A8164470..
450 x 73 x 18 mm

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

Brushed 
steel

ChromeGreige

450

10

18 73
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Wall mounted robe hook.

Ref. A8174900..
29,6 x 23,8 x 80,4 mm

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

80.4

80.4

Toilet roll holder with cover in 
brushed finish and gloss details.

Ref. A8174910..
149,5 x 133,5 x 71 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige + shiny Greige
57 Brushed steel + Chrome

71

149.5

133.5

Greige +
Shiny greige

Brushed steel +
Chrome

Towel rail.

Ref. A8172710..
530 x 75 x 18 mm

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

530

18

75

Towel rail.

Ref. A8172720..
400 x 75 x 18 mm

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

400

18

75

Towel rail.

Ref. A8172700..
750 x 75 x 18 mm

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

Brushed 
steel

Brushed 
steel

Chrome Chrome

750

18

75

Greige Greige

Waste bin with swing lid in brushed 
finish and gloss details.

A8175010..
210,6 x 267,5 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige + shiny Greige
57 Brushed steel + Chrome

267.5

Ø210.6
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Floor standing toilet brush holder 
in brushed finish and gloss 
details.

Ref. A8174950..
90 x 426 mm

Finishes:
40 Greige + shiny Greige
57 Brushed steel + Chrome

426

Ø90

Greige +
Shiny greige

Brushed steel +
Chrome
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Towel rail to be installed under 
wall-hung washbasin (Ref. 
A3270C8..0 or Ref. A3270C8..3).

Towel rail to be installed under 
wall-hung washbasin (Ref. 
A3270C8..0 or Ref. A3270C8..3).

Towel rail to be installed under 
wall-hung washbasin (Ref. 
A3270C8..0 or Ref. A3270C8..3).

Ref. A8164470
Dimensions: 450 x 73 x 18 mm

Ref. A8164470
Dimensions: 450 x 73 x 18 mm

Ref. A8164470
Dimensions: 450 x 73 x 18 mm

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

Finishes:
01 Chrome 
40 Greige
57 Brushed steel

FINISHES
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OFF-WHITE

CHROMEGREIGE

(Mirrors + Lights)
(Towel rails + hooks)

(Mirrors + Lights)
(Towel rails + hooks)

(Towel rails + hooks)

(Tray)(Magnifying mirror + soap dish + box with dual division)

(Tumbler)

(Soap dispenser + toothbrush holder + tissue box + box)
(Toilet roll holder + waste bin + floor standing toilet 

brush holder)

(Soap dispenser + toothbrush holder + tissue box + box)
(Toilet roll holder + waste bin + floor standing toilet 

brush holder)

(Tumbler)

BRUSHED STEEL

OFF-WHITE + GREIGE COMBINATION

GREIGE + SHINY GREIGE COMBINATION BRUSHED STEEL + CHROME COMBINATION

TRANSLUCENT FUME + CHROME COMBINATION

The reproduction of the products included in this catalogue accurately represent those products, within the limits imposed by avai-
lable techniques and in accordance with the best standards in the market. Nonetheless, these reproductions might present discre-
pancies with reality that are not substantial. The color and texture finishes are subject to color variations and this alone shall not be 
considered a manufacturing defect.

TRANSLUCENT FUME + SHINY GREIGE COMBINATION
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